. Hormone-derived amyboid types have also been described (7, 32 Top: Precipitation of AA-HMWK conjugate with both anti-HMWK and anti-AA;
plate was dried and stained with Amidoschwarz. Bottom:
Immunodiffusion plate was exposed to Kodak XAR-5 X-ray film with intensifying screen (45581IREOO, special) for I week at -80 C and developed. '25I-AA is precipitated by both anti-HMWK and anti-AA. Open circles mark localization of punched wells not visible on plate.
strated that anti-HMWK as well as anti-AA precipitated conjugated AA ( Figure  2 ). The immune reaction of mice immunized with monomeric AA was compared with that of mice injected with AA conjugate. Absorbance in the micro-ELISA was below 0.03 at a serum dilution of 10 in 5 of the mice immunized with monomeric AA and above 0. 1 at 420 nm in three of the mice injected with AA conjugate ( Figure  3 ). (mci, 4, 8, 9, 12, 13, 20) Figure  4A ). The method was even further improved by replacing the rat PAP complex with monocbonal PAP complexes.
Analysis of Hybridomas
Since of the three (mc 100, 101, 102) only anti-HRP (mclOO) strongly stained tissue sections, it was used throughout the study.
As Figure  4C Figure  4A , B), idiopathic polyneuritis (HAN, Figure   4C , D), idiopathic amyboidosis (ENG, Figure  4E, F 
